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INTERIM REPORT, FIRST QUARTER OF 2017 

January– March 2017 
 

 The operating result for the period improved to SEK -23.2 million (-24.1), an improvement of 4 % 

 Loss after tax for the period improved to SEK -25.2 million (-25.6), an improvement of 2 % 

 Earnings per share SEK -0.43 (-0.55), an improvement of 22 % 
 Cash flow before changes in working capital improved with SEK 1.3 million to -20.15 (-21.8), an 

improvement of 6 % 

 Net sales for the period SEK 62,5 million (61.1), an increase of 2 % compared to same period last year 
 
 
 

 

Overview Jan-Mar Jan-Mar Full-Year 

SEK thousand 2017 2016 2016 

Net sales 62 482 61 063 274 549 

Operating result -23 153 -24 136 -83 460 

Financial net and taxes -2 076 -1 431 -3 467 

Loss for the period -25 229 -25 567 -86 927 

Balance sheet total 249 176 200 092 251 284 

    
Earnings per share, basic and diluted* -0,43 -0,55 -1,66 

Operating margin neg neg neg 

Equity ratio 44% 50% 54% 

    
Capitalized development costs 11 006 6 537 35 009 

Depreciation -6 376 -3 920 -19 402 
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 Significant events during the period January – March 2017 
 

 Seqr partners with Facestore launching in 25,000 online stores in Portugal. This partnership will 
provide merchants using the Facestore distribution platform to offer the Swedish payment option to 
its customers - not only does Seqr provide merchants with the lowest transaction costs in the market, 
but also benefits consumers with a new secure and easy way to pay.  
 

 MeaWallet technology has enabled customers of the Serbian bank Komercijalna banka, also called 
Kombank, to perform contactless transactions at POS terminals. The bank launched this new feature 
on the 2nd February, 2017 to their mobile banking application, KOMePay 
 

 MeaWallet partners with Crossgate to provide HCE/Cloud based mobile payments technology for their 
customers in Africa. Implementation will commence with one of Crossgate’s customers in Q1 2017, 
with the installation of full functionality to be completed by the end of 2017. The project will run out 
of South Africa initially to be rolled out to the rest of the African continent thereafter. 

 

 Swedes can pay contactless with their smartphone all over the world using Seqr ™. First to the 
Swedish market to launch contactless payments technology – Seqr ™ is enabling consumer payments 
at over 30 million retailers. 

 

 Seamless arranged a fixed income debt financing amounting to app. 30 MSEK in January 2017 
 

 Seqr™ launches Seqr Go!™,  the first of its kind prepaid mobile payment app designed mainly for 
teenagers. The application provides a secure alternative to carrying cash and/or cards and is quick and 
easy to get up and running. 
 

 The Board of Directors of Seamless Distribution AB proposes a divestment of 
the subsidiary Seamless Distribution System AB. The divestment is envisaged to be carried out either 
(i) through a purchase offer and subsequent listing of the SDS share on Nasdaq First North or (ii) to a 
third-party buyer. 
 

 Albin Rännar will become the new Vice President and CFO of the subsidiary Seamless Distribution 
Systems (SDS) His task will be to strengthen the work of preparing the company for the proposed spin-
off and continued profitable growth as a stand-alone company.  
 

 Seqr™ integrates Masterpass to create the first digital wallet for shopping in all channels across 
multiple markets. During the second quarter of 2017, Seqr customers will beneft from being able to 
shop and pay at hundreds of thousands of online stores, wherever Masterpass is accepted, globally 

 
Significant events after the close of the reporting period 
 

 Seamless Distribution Systems (SDS) announces the launch of Micro Credit service for resellers of 
mobile airtime.  
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CEO´s COMMENT 

 
Dear Shareholders,  
 
The Seamless Group continues its positive trend with a 22 % improvement in EBITDA. We see further positive 
trends in our individual group companies, especially Seqr where revenue grew with 82 %. 

 
SDS enters microfinance, making a difference in developing worlds 
SDS, which tends to have a weak first quarter, improved their revenue with 22 % year on year. The net result 
improved with 24.5 %. We expect an accelerated growth in SDS with the traditional business developing 
satisfactory. Going forward, SDS is entering into a highly specialized field of microfinance in Africa. SDS has 
access to a large amount of data which allows us to credit-score hundreds of thousands resellers of airtime all 
over the continent. This means that SDS can offer a service which allows resellers and operators to increase 
sales due to a more streamlined process for refill of the reseller’s inventory.  
This means that resellers don’t have to spend unnecessary time and effort to top up their inventory during the 
day. We are pleased to be able to offer this new product, which is only possible due to SDS’s ability to use data 
in innovative ways and can improve the lives of thousands of small business owners who have previously had 
no access to credit products.  At the same time, as we feel proud to be able to offer potentially life changing 
services, we also feel that this type of microfinance has the potential to become SDS’s largest source of profit.  
 
E-products lost revenue but continues increasing efficiency 
E-products have lost revenue due to a market dip for pre-paid top up in the Scandinavian region. As the work 
continues to make our processes fully automated and efficient, the operating result, despite the decrease in 
revenue, improved with 35.5 % to a loss of 928 thousand SEK. E-products is developing its product portfolio 
and increasing the number of digital products it can offer through its network which we believe will increase 
the revenue and net result going forward. 

 
Revenue for Seqr accelerating with 82% growth 
The revenue for Seqr grew with 82 % year on year and we expect this growth to accelerate further during the 
year. Our move into contactless payments seems to be paying off as the growth in transaction volumes largely 
emanates from contactless payments all over Europe. Our daily transaction volume in Germany has for 
example increased over 350 % during the last quarter. This exponential development has continued unabated 
in the period between the end of Q1 and the date of this report. If this growth continues, Germany will soon be 
our largest market.  
 
Continual product evolution with Seqr Go! And Masterpass 
During the quarter we released some very important news including, but not limited to, the release of Seqr 
GO!, a payment and transfer app specifically targeted towards kids and teenagers, and our cooperation with 
Mastercard regarding their Masterpass checkout system. The Mastercard cooperation gives Seqr users the 
ability to shop and pay at 340 000 on-line retailers all over the world. 
 
Because the AGM on the 20th of April decided to give the company the mandate to divest SDS, we expect to 
have a favorable financial situation going forward from a large inflow of cash coming from the sale of SDS. This 
divestiture will focus and position the company on making money on the increasing digitalization of the global 
consumer.  
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The non-digital consumer is disappearing with an increasing speed and cash usage when shopping in physical 
stores is dwindling fast in most countries. At the same time, online shopping is increasing in accelerated 
manner. In this development Seamless is very well positioned. We are poised to profit on both consumer 
demand for Seqr as well as demand from other financial institutions for technology developed by MEA Wallet, 
which enables them to offer their clients the ability to pay via electronic means through the mobile.  
 
If one believes that the global consumer is going to be ever more digitalized, then one should own shares in 
Seamless. 
 
Best Regards, 
 
Peter Fredell,  
CEO Seamless 
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CONSOLIDATED 

Revenue and result 

Seamless’ revenues amounted to SEK 62 482 thousand (61 063) for the first quarter, which is an increase of 2 % 
compared to the same period previous year. The sales are distributed between the various business segments, 
with 37 percent (31) from the SDS/Transaction Switch business segment, 58 percent (66) from the Distribution 
business segment, and 5 percent (3) from the Seqr business segment.  
 
The consolidated operating loss amounted to SEK -23 153 thousand (-24 136) for the first quarter. Financial 
items for the fourth quarter amounted to SEK -2 381 thousand (-641). Earnings per share amounted to SEK 
 -0.43 (-0.55) SEK for the quarter.  

 

Personnel 
The Group had a total of 184 (159) employees at end of the quarter. In addition to this, Seamless has retained 
approximately 70 consultants – primarily in Ghana and Pakistan.   
 

Investments 

During the quarter, investments have been made in a total amount of SEK 9 060 thousand (7 789). Product 
development costs have been capitalized at a value of SEK 11 006 thousand (6 537), while depreciation taken 
and amortization amounted to SEK -6 376 thousand (-3 920). 
 

Cash flow and financial position 
Cash flow from operating activities amounted to SEK 11 018 thousand (-15 332) for the first quarter. Bank 
deposits and cash equivalents at the end of the quarter amounted to SEK 10 613 thousand (24 664). To 
maintain Swedish e-money license, the Company according to Financial Supervisory Authority is required an 
own funds requirement of about 4 million. For the US market, the liquidity should be equivalent to the average 
daily transaction volume.  
 
The Group has interest bearing liabilities in the form of leases for company cars amounting to SEK -574 
thousand (-307), divided between long-term debt of SEK -383 thousand (0) and short-term debt of SEK -191 
thousand (-607). An interest-bearing liability in the form of a convertible loan amounts to SEK 42 million with 
an annual interest rate of 7 percent. The interest during the quarter amounted SEK 720  thousand.  The 
convertible loan will mature in 364 days after the date of issue, on August 28, 2017.  
 
In January 2017 the group received a loan amounting approximately 30 MSEK.  
 
The board continually assesses the funding situation for the group and can use various methods for financing 

the current negative cash flow. Although the cash flow is continually improving, the group will be in need of 

further funding during the year ahead. During 2017 the group will be in need of additional funding.  

 
Seamless has an equity ratio of 44 (50) percent.  
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Parent Company 

The parent company’s net sales for the quarter amounted to SEK 1 095 thousand (1 074) and net financial 
result amounted to a loss of SEK -28 526 thousand (-33 202). Net gains/losses in the parent company from 
financial items amounted to SEK -26 485 thousand (-30 492). A write-down of shares in subsidiaries have had a 
one-time effect of SEK -25.5 million and the parent company had bank deposits/cash on hand in the amount of 
SEK 11 thousand (2 266). The parent company had 2 (2) employees at the close of the quarter.  
 

Transactions with closely related parties 

Seamless has not engaged in any transactions with closely related parties. 
 
 

OTHER 

Accounting Policies 

 
This quarterly report has been prepared in accordance with IAS 34, Interim Financial Reporting, which is 
consistent with Swedish law via the application of the Swedish Financial Reporting Board’s Recommendation 
RFR 1, Supplementary Accounting Policies for Groups, and RFR 2, Accounting for Legal Entities, in regard to the 
parent company. The same accounting policies, definitions of key figures, and methods of computation have 
been applied as in the most recent annual report for both the Group and the Parent Company, unless 
otherwise noted below. 

 

Significant risks and uncertainties in the business activities 

Seamless’ business operations are affected by a number of external factors where various risk factors may have 

an impact on the Company. These risk factors may result in an impact on the Company’s ability to achieve its 

business objectives or targets. Seamless is in need of additional liquidity. The board continually assesses the 

funding situation for the group and can use various methods for financing the current negative cash flow.  In 

January 2017 the group received a loan amounting approximately 30 MSEK. During 2017 the group will be in 

need of additional funding. 

 

This report contains forward looking statements that are based on Seamless’ management’s current 

expectations. Even though management believes that the expectations which are stated in such forward-

looking statements are reasonable, no assurance can be given that such expectations will prove correct. 

Accordingly, future results could materially differ from those stated or implied in the forward-looking 

information due to, among other things, changes in economic, market and competitive conditions, changes in 

the regulatory environment and other political or governmental measures, fluctuations in exchange rates, and 

other factors.  

 

The Parent Company has an ongoing tax litigation with the Swedish Tax Authorities. The maximum exposure is 

SEK 6 million. The amount is paid in and an appeal has been sent in by the Company. One of the subsidiaries of 

the Group has an ongoing tax audit. 

 

For further reference, please refer to the statement in the latest Annual Report on its pages 21-22 and 71. 
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BUSINESS SEGMENTS 
 
  Net Sales, SEK thousand Growth, Net Sales compared to last year 

 

Jan-Mar Jan-Mar Full-Year Jan-Mar Jan-Mar Full-Year 

2017 2016 2016 2017 2016 2016 

SDS/Transaction Switch 23 009 18 826 96 096 22% 20% neg 

eProducts 36 407 40 553 169 093 neg 4% neg 

Seqr 3 066 1 684 9 360 82% neg neg 

Group functions - - - - - - 

Seamless Group 62 482 61 063 274 549 2% 8% neg 

 
 
  Operating Result, SEK thousand Operating Margin 

 

Jan-Mar Jan-Mar Full-Year Jan-Mar Jan-Mar Full-Year 

2017 2016 2016 2017 2016 2016 

SDS/Transaction Switch 7 841 6 302 33 129 34% 33% 34% 

eProducts -928 -1 437 -2 230 neg neg neg 

Seqr -22 154 -19 458 -78 356 neg neg neg 

Group functions -7 912 -9 543 -36 003 neg neg neg 

Seamless Group -23 153 -24 136 -83 460 neg neg neg 
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Seqr 
The Seqr Payments business segment encompasses a payment platform with a financial ecosystem that among 

other things enables payments in physical checkouts, online and on mobile devices, money transfers between 

users domestically and internationally, as well as an advertising platform and sales channel. The technology is a 

development of the Transaction Switch platform and has operations in Sweden, Finland, Romania, Belgium, the 

Netherlands, Germany, Portugal, Spain, France, Italy, Austria, Luxemburg, Malta, the USA and the UK & Ireland. 

 

In July 2016 Seamless announced the acquisition of MeaWallet, a Norwegian technology company that 
specializes in Host Card Emulation (HCE) and Cloud Based Payments. MeaWallet has operations in Oslo, 
Norway and Riga, Latvia. MeaWallet will continue to operate under its own brand, but will form part of the 
Seqr Payments business segment.  

 

Financial Results 
Seqr started 2017 with another record quarter in terms of revenue with Q1 revenues 17 % higher than Q4 2016 

at 3,067 MSEK. This represents an almost 80 % growth versus the same Q1 period in 2016.  

 

Key Seqr consumer metrics including new customer registrations and transaction volume continue to show 

impressive double-digit growth versus 2016. Transaction volume is 38 % higher and new customer registrations 

are 25 % higher than in the same period in 2016.  

 

 
 

 
 
The figure show the number of downloads of the Seqr app (for the iOS and Android platform) and transactions within the 
SEQR platform in the fourth quarter 2014 – 2017.  
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Activities and Market Outlook 
It was an incredibly busy quarter for Seqr Payments, with both Seqr on the business-to-consumer side and 

MeaWallet on the business-to-business side making significant steps forward in terms of both product & 

market development and business performance.  

Within the quarter we announced two major new developments for Seqr – the launch of Seqr Go, the new 

payments app for teenagers, and the integration of Masterpass by Mastercard into the Seqr app.  

Seqr Go is the first of its kind prepaid mobile payment app, designed mainly for teenagers, and represents a 

major leap forward for Seqr. The youth segment is a huge consumer group, which until now has been 

underserved in respect of mobile & digital financial solutions, and one which will readily adopt new payment 

technologies. 

 

The basis of Seqr Go is the Seqr Prepaid account which can be used to send and receive money in real time 

between other Seqr and Seqr Go users, and for making payments in stores wherever contactless payments are 

accepted (30 million points of sale worldwide). With Seqr Go there is no need for youths to carry cash or cards, 

making it a safe and secure alternative for handling money. In addition, with the simple in app payments 

activity log, Seqr Go is a great financial education tool for teenagers (and their parents), helping them to 

manage their spending and budget responsibly. 

 

As with Seqr, Seqr Go is available across Europe and we believe it will quickly gain traction as the go to 

payments app for parents and teenagers.  

 

At the end of the quarter we announced that Seqr had joined forces with Mastercard, integrating Masterpass 

into the Seqr payments app. Masterpass is a digital payment service from Mastercard that enables Seqr users 

to make fast and secure digital payments throughout the Masterpass online and in app acceptance network. 

 

Utilising the Masterpass acceptance network, Seqr users will now be able to pay using Seqr at approximately 

340,000 online retailers in 34 countries around the world.  

Seqr, together with Mastercard, has now created an international digital wallet for shopping in all channels, 

which will be available across multiple markets. The wallet will support not only contactless payments in 

physical stores through Host Card Emulation (HCE), but also in-app payments and e-commerce payments 

through Masterpass. A true omni-channel solution which will strengthen Seqr’s position within the mobile 

payments market. 

 

As well as the headline developments of Seqr Go and Masterpass, throughout the first quarter we have seen 

incredibly strong growth in our key performance metrics of new registered Seqr users and Seqr transaction 

volumes, up 25 % and 38 % respectively on Q4 2016. The growth in these metrics is being driven by previous 

Seqr developments such as Tap & Pay and the Seqr Prepaid Account coming to fruition.  
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In Q4 2016 we highlighted the example of growth in contactless transaction volume and Seqr users in Germany 

and we have seen a continuation of that trend in Q1, with weekly growth consistently above 20 %. 

Throughout the quarter we continued to focus our efforts to grow the Seqr fully integrated service on 

underserved sectors where we can acquire new users at low cost and / or where we can command higher 

margin transaction fee income – these include online, igaming, vending and parking. One notable development 

here was the launch of Seqr on Facestore in Portugal; Seqr is now accepted for payment at 25,000 Facebook 

stores in Portugal. 

Closing out on Seqr, in the USA we continued the process of securing our Money Transmitter Licenses and are 

now licensed in 28 of 50 states having added Nebraska, Minnesota, Wyoming and Colorado during Q1. 

 

Moving lastly to MeaWallet as Seqr Payments’ business-to-business proposition, MeaWallet delivered a very 

strong revenue performance in Q1 with revenue growth of over 80% compared to Q4 2016. This was driven 

from both new and existing partnerships. During the period MeaWallet announced two exciting new 

partnerships. Firstly with Crossgate in South Africa where MeaWallet will provide Crossgate HCE/Cloud based 

mobile payments technology for their customers in Africa. And secondly with Kombank in Serbia where 

MeaWallet technology has enabled Kombank customers to perform contactless Visa transactions at POS 

terminals. The bank launched this new feature in their mobile banking application, KOMePay, in February. 

Kombank is the largest state owned bank in Serbia.  

 

As well as the new partnerships announced, MeaWallet has a very strong sales pipeline and are in the final 

stages of negotiations with a number of new partners in Europe and Asia. We expect to continue to close high 

value contracts in Q2 and through the remainder of 2017. 

 

Finally, as a technology provider to Seqr, throughout Q1 MeaWallet have performed a critical role in the 

development of Seqr’s Masterpass integration as well as supporting the ongoing growth of Seqr through Tap & 

Pay.   

 

Transaction Switch/Seamless Distribution Systems 
Seamless Distribution Systems (SDS), previously known as Transaction Switch, supplies systems for the 
management of distribution networks that primarily facilitate the electronic adding of funds to prepaid value 
cards/SIMs. The company also offers other eProducts; these range from gift cards to prepaid debit cards to 
mobile banking. SDS is more than a sophisticated distribution system; it also functions as a platform for 
numerous advanced features, such as campaign management and sales management.  
 
The company’s operation hub is the internally developed, proprietary ERS 360° platform, which has remained 
under continuous development since its initial installation 15 years ago. This has allowed it to respond to the 
shifting needs of the market. Our clients can be found all over the world, but are primarily based in Africa and 
the Middle East, where telecommunications companies constitute our largest group of customers. The 
platform currently handles 5.3 billion transactions annually with a total value of USD 8 billion, divided among 
28 markets.  
 

Financial Results 
In the first quarter of 2017, transaction volumes continued to rise, a trend unbroken since SDS started in 2014. 
The stability of this growth demonstrates the success of the digitization of SDS’s customers, which translates to 
increased competitiveness and flexibility as well as lower distribution costs compared to traditional methods.  
 
The backbone of SDS’s revenues consists of recurring purchases and deliveries of extra features and capacity 
licenses for the ERS 360 platform, along with ever-increasing support and operating revenues. In the first 
quarter of 2017, we continued to sell existing and new features and licenses to our current customer base. 
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Throughout 2016, we worked to streamline our development process. One of the first results of these efforts 
was launched at the end of last year: we now offer a fully automated build process and quality assurance. This 
means that we can deliver development work more quickly, to both current and new customers. We have also 
set up an internal cloud-based platform for the development department. 
 

 
 
Our manpower has increased in the past year; we have hired more staff to support a shift in our product mix 
toward pure license sales with many new features and even new products. This means that our personnel costs 
rose in the first quarter of 2017 compared to the same quarter of the previous year. At the same time, our 
additional staff opens up the possibility for quicker delivery to the customer, and for the development of new 
products and services.  
 
 

Activities and Market Outlook 
In the first quarter of 2017, we intensified and expanded our direct involvement with a number of strategic 
customers, through collaborations focused on the creation of innovative products and services. A number of 
new concepts have been very well received, and we expect this success to translate into new orders in the near 
future. 
 
We have been working intensively on building markets in new regions such as Latin America and Asia, and are 
also continuing our efforts to attract new customers in our strong, existing markets in Africa and the Middle 
East. During this past quarter, we were invited to and participated in a number of procurement events. As of 
the drafting of this press release, the bidding had not yet concluded.  

 
eProducts/Distribution 

 Seamless eProducts Sweden (with its subsidiaries Seamless eProducts Latvia and Seamless eProducts Denmark) 

deals in the physical and electronic distribution of eProducts such as TopUp (adding funds/voucher codes for 

mobile devices) and other digital products (gift cards/prepaid cards) via merchants, banks and online channels. 

  

 Seamless connects together all wireless carriers and banks so that the consumers will be able to add additional 

funds to their stored-value card or mobile wallet via the bank’s channels: mobile device banking, Internet 

banking, and telephone banking.  

 
 Globally, there are two distribution technologies for adding funds to mobile devices: eVoucher* and Direct 

TopUp* - where Seamless offers both in one technical platform.  
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 Financial Results 
In the business segment, earnings have increased by roughly 30 % compared to the same quarter in 2016. 
However, sales have dropped by approximately 10 %. This decrease can be attributed to general market 
changes, which have led to a decreased volume in sales via merchants. The sales volume via banks is stable. 
 
Sweden 
The number of contracted stores continues to grow, thanks to an increase in consistent, continuous sales and 
marketing activities.  
 
Denmark 
The Danish subsidiary became operational in 2015, and the establishment in the market of Seamless 
distribution of eProducts is progressing according to plan. Negotiations with numerous chains are ongoing; 
TeleGreenland, TelePost, Expert, Fotokaeden and WH Smith have all signed up. New contracts agreed to 
toward the end of the period contributed to a considerable increase in volume.  
 
Latvia 
Transaction volumes are lower than for the corresponding period in 2016. Activities aimed at enhancing both 
volume and performance are being carried out. These include changes in the product mix and intensifying 
efforts to attract new customers.  
 
Bank Top-up 
In the Swedish market, cooperation with mobile carriers and banks have helped Seamless to create technology 
and communication solutions for all involved parties. These solutions mean that the consumer will be able to 
add additional funds to their stored-value card/mobile wallet via the banks’ sales channels (mobile device 
banking, internet banking, and telephone banking). The volume of transactions via the banks is stable. A 
comprehensive system upgrade of the banking system’s central transaction switch and integrations were 
carried out during the period. 
 

Activities and Market Outlook 
Seamless eProducts is continuing its ongoing work with stores and other outlets. The company is also making a 
general effort to automate its processes and to further develop its tech support side. Among other things, 
these undertakings have cut the inventory value in half; cash flow has also increased.  
 
In the Danish market, ongoing changes on the carrier side offer Seamless interesting opportunities for 
development. Moreover, a cooperation agreement has been signed with GoDream, a company which sells 
digital and physical gift cards. Preparations are being made for the roll-out of GoDream products via Seamless’s 
retail channels, and the launch will take place shortly. 
 
In Latvia, price competition from mobile carriers eager to sell subscriptions is having a continued negative 
impact on the distribution of TopUp and prepaid cards. This clearly benefits the consumer (as they receive 
more calls/data time for money), but disadvantages other parties.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
*“eVoucher” – a voucher with a unique code is distributed electronically and where this voucher code is printed out from 
the reseller’s card terminal or directly via the checkout register. 
 
 *“Direct TopUp” – funds are added to the consumer’s prepaid SIM by stating the telephone number and the desired 
amount to be credited. Adding funds to a pre-paid cellular phone account takes place directly at the wireless carrier and the 
consumer receives an SMS confirming the transaction. 
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The development of products and services not tied to a specific carrier is underway, with the goal of creating 
alternative, stable revenue, and the Paysafecard is now included in Seamless’s offers to Latvian dealers 

 
eProducts 

The eProducts concept includes a range of products, such as direct TopUp, voucher codes, adding funds to 
mobile wallets, and electronic gift cards/prepayments of various kinds.  
 
For merchants, eProducts provide the opportunity to increase sales and consumer inflows without the 
requirement of making a financial investment, tying up capital, needing to maintain an inventory or for the 
products to take up display space in the store. With the electronic distribution of these products, vouchers and  
 
stored value codes are delivered digitally, and the store does not incur any outlays until the product is sold. 
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FINANCIAL INFORMATION - CONSOLIDATED 
 

Group report over total earnings  Jan-Mar Jan-Mar Full-Year 

SEK thousand 2017 2016 2016 

Net Sales 62 482 61 063 274 549 

Other operating income -367 59 2 995 

Material costs -37 231 -44 515 -184 569 

Other external costs -14 914 -18 409 -73 281 

Personnel costs -23 011 -17 308 -77 380 

Depreciation -6 376 -3 920 -19 402 

Other operating costs -3 736 -1 106 -6 373 

Operating result -23 153 -24 136 -83 460 

Financial net -2 381 -641 -2 750 

Profit before tax -25 534 -24 777 -86 210 

Income tax 305 -790 -717 

Loss for the period -25 229 -25 567 -86 927 

 
   

OTHER COMPREHENSIVE INCOME 
   

Currency translation differences -134 -385 3418 

Total comprehensive income attributable to parent company shareholders -25 363 -25 952 -83 509 

 
 
 

Consolidated Balance Sheet 31 -mar 31-mar 31 dec 

SEK thousand 2017 2016 2016 

ASSETS 
   

Intangible assets 124 192 48 776 118 386 

- of which goodwill 14 274 5 852 14 344 

- of which capitalized development costs 86 361 40 590 80 510 

- of which customer agreements 618 848 697 

- of which other intangible assets 22 939 1 486 22 835 

Tangible fixed assets 14 369 14 939 14 880 

Deferred tax 27 785 27 784 27 849 

Other long-term receivables 680 4 950 3 115 

Inventories of finished goods 3 361 5 748 4 115 

Accounts receivables 24 194 32 982 35 810 

Other receivables 19 540 19 214 21 399 

Prepaid expenses and accrued income 24 442 21 035 17 067 

Cash and cash equivalents 10 613 24 664 8 663 

Total assets 249 176 200 092 251 284 

    
EQUITY AND LIABILITIES 

   
Equity 110 761 99 646 135 762 

Appropriation  -92 1 083 889 

Other non-current liabilities 513 741 380 

Deferred tax liability 5 981 332 6322 

Trade accounts payable 31 081 24 519 40 264 

Current tax liability 1 930 992 2224 

Other current liabilities 77 146 30 829 47 166 

Accrued expenses and deferred income 21 856 41 950 18 277 

Total Equity and Liabilities 249 176 200 092 251 284 
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Consolidated statement of changes in equity, Jan-Mar Jan-Mar Full-Year 

SEK thousand 2017 2016 2016 

Balance at start of period 135 762 102 636 102 636 

Comprehensive income for the period -25 362 -25 952 -83 509 

New share issue - 24 608 119 245 

Transaction costs - -1 654 -3 227 

Reclassification - 8 16 

Options program 361 - 601 

As per end of the period 110 761 99 646 135 762 

 
 
 

Consolidated statement of cash flows, Jan-Mar Jan-Mar Full-Year 

SEK thousand 2017 2016 2016 

Cash flow from operations before changes in working capital -20 455 -21 764 -67 477 

Change in working capital 31 473 6 432 1 775 

Cash flow from operating activities 11 018 -15 332 -65 702 

Cash flow from investing activities -9 060 -7 789 -35 283 

Cash flow from financing activities 13 24 989 84 988 

Cash flow during the period 1 971 1 868 -15 997 

Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of period 8 663 23 005 23 005 

Exchange difference of cash and cash equivalents -21 -209 1 655 

Cash and cash equivalents at end of period 10 613 24 664 8 663 

 
 
 

Key figures 
Jan-Mar Jan-Mar Full-Year 

2017 2016 2015 

Return on equity  neg neg neg 

Earnings per share, basic and diluted, SEK -0,43 -0,55 -1,66 

Operating income, SEK thousand -23 153 -24 136 -83 460 

Growth Net sales (compared to the same period last year) 2% 8% 58% 

Operating margin neg neg neg 

Average number of shares, basic and diluted 58 765 305 46 106 293 52 223 924 

Liquidity 60% 100% 77% 

Equity ratio 44% 50% 54% 

Equity, SEK thousand 110 761 99 646 135 762 

Equity per share, SEK 1,88 2,05 2,31 

Number of employees at end of period 184 159 200 

 
 

Quarterly 
overview 

                  

Q1 2015 Q2 2015 Q3 2015 Q4 2015 Q1 2016 Q2 2016 Q3 2016 Q4 2016 Q1 2017 

Net sales 56 679 70 411 74 034 78 873 61 063 71 145 73 888 68 453 62 482 

Operating result -31 651 -24 422 -27 775 -32 789 -24 136 -17 202 -21 074 -21 048 -23 153 

Earnings per share, basic 
and diluted* 

-0.76 -0.58 -0.7 -0.8 -0.55 -0.36 -0.38 -0.39 -0,43 

Growth Net sales 
(compared to prev. quarter) 

31% 24% 5% 7% -23% 17% 0% -7% -9% 

Liquidity 245% 153% 149% 146% 100% 82% 103% 77% 60% 

Equity ratio 77% 67% 51% 50% 50% 39% 59% 54% 44% 

Equity, SEK thousand 158 127 133 971 105 738 102 636 99 646 82 621 155 723 135 762 110 761 

Equity per share, SEK 3.77 3.2 2.52 2.25 2.05 1.7 2.65 2.31 1,88 
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FINANCIAL INFORMATION – PARENT 
COMPANY 

 
 
 
 

Parent company income statement Jan-Mar Jan-Mar Full-Year 

SEK thousand 2017 2016 2016 

Net sales 1 095 1 074 4 260 

Other operating income - 327 1 274 

Operating expenses -3 136 -4 111 -17 007 

Operating result -2 041 -2 710 -11 473 

Net financial items -26 485 -30 492 -115 544 

Earnings before tax -28 526 -33 202 -127 017 

Income tax 
                                 

-       
                          -      - 

Income for the period -28 526 -33 202 -127 017 

 
 
 
 
 

Parent company balance sheet 31 march 31 march 31 dec 

SEK thousand 2017 2016 2016 

ASSETS 
   Fixed assets 17 346 23 357 16 811 

Current assets 154 288 122 851 163 756 

Total Assets 171 634 146 208 180 567 

    EQUITY AND LIABILITIES 
   Equity 62 109 72 160 90 634 

Long-term liabilities 
                                   

-     
                           -                                  -      

Short-term liabilities 109 525 74 048 89 933 

Total equity and liabilities 171 634 146 208 180 567 

    Pledged assets - - - 

Contingent liabilities None None None 
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Seamless share Jan-Mar 2017 
 
Price trend third quarter +23.48% 

Ticker symbol  SEAM 

Market Cap (per 31 March) SEK 453.08 million 

High   SEK 9.05 

Low  SEK 5.2 

Total no of shares (per 31 March)  58 765 305 

 
 
 

FINANCIAL CALENDAR 
19 July 2017          Interim report Q2  

15 November 2017      Interim report Q3  

 

 

 

About Seamless 
Seamless is one of the world’s largest suppliers of payment systems for mobile phones. Founded in 2001 and 
active in 39 countries, Seamless handles more than 5.3 billion transactions annually through 675 000 active 
sales outlets. Seamless has three main business areas including the SDS/transaction switch, the technology 
provider for the distribution of e-products and the mobile payment platform SEQR. Seamless shares are traded 
on NASDAQ OMX Stockholm. www.seamless.se 
  
The Seamless interim report for the period January – March 2017 has been approved for publication by the 
Board of Directors, by its decision on April 24, 2017. This financial report has not been subjected to a review by 
the Company’s auditors. 
 

Certification  
The Board of Directors and the CEO for Seamless Distribution AB (publ) declare that the interim report gives a true and fair 

view of the Company and Group’s business operations, financial position and financial results in terms of net profits/losses, 

and describes the principal risks and uncertainties that the Company, and the companies included in the Group, face. 

 
 
 
Stockholm April 24, 2017 
 
 
 
John Longhurst   Petra Sas  Tomas Klevbo  
Chairman of the Board of Directors  Member of the Board Member of the Board
   
 
 
 
 
Peter Fredell                                  Robin Saunders 
Member of the Board/                                 Member of the Board 
Chief Executive Officer 
 
 
 
Seamless Distribution AB (publ), Corporate identification no. 556610 – 2660 
All information is published on www.seamless.se immediately after public release. 
 
 
 
CONTACT DETAILS 
For further information, please contact: 
 
Peter Fredell, CEO 
Peter.fredell@seamless.se  +46 8 564 878 00 

http://www.seamless.se/
mailto:Peter.fredell@seamless.se

